Research Methodology. Using a systematic approach there were investigated the state of regulatory institute Notaries in Ukraine, the particular legal consolidation status of persons performing notaries activities on a professional basis.

Results. The level development current state of regulatory institute Notaries in Ukraine was analyzed.

Reviewed state support and the peculiarities of professional notaries to render services of a legal nature, pre-adjustment of civil relations.

Proposed amendments to the current legislation of Ukraine, regarding activity of notaries, including the legal status of the professional notaries, regardless of organizational form; fixing the position of the conclusion of the contract for providing notoriety services; abolition of restrictions on the number of hired helpers private notaries.

Novelty. Solved objective prerequisites for the formation of legislative support relationship “professional notary – the client” in accordance with the rules of legal services.

The practical significance. Based on the disclosed deficiencies of regulation the practical recommendations to improve the current legislation were made, which could be scientific basis for the reform of the Notaries in Ukraine.